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New Bloch Period for Interacting Cold Atoms in 1D Optical Lattices
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This paper studies Bloch oscillations of ultracold atoms in an optical lattice, in the presence of atom-
atom interactions. A new, interaction-induced Bloch period is identified. Analytical results are
corroborated by realistic numerical calculations.
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Let us first recall some results on BO in the single-
particle case. Using the tight-binding approximation [14],
the Hamiltonian of a single atom in an optical lattice has
the form

the energy is measured in units of the photon recoil
energy. In typical experiments with cold atoms in an
optical lattice, the amplitude v of the optical potential
equals few recoil energies. Then, for example, for v equal
The response of a quantum system to a static field has
been a longstanding problem since the early days of
quantum mechanics. A topic of particular interest in
this wide field is the dynamics of a quantum particle in
a periodic potential induced by a static force (modeling a
crystal electron in an electric field). In this system, the
effect of the field manifests in a very unintuitive way.
Indeed, as already emphasized by Bloch [1] and Zener [2],
according to the predictions of wave mechanics, the
motion of electrons in a perfect crystal should be oscil-
latory rather than uniform. This phenomenon, nowadays
known as Bloch oscillations (BO), has recently received
renewed interest which was stimulated by experiments on
cold atoms in optical lattices [3–6]. This system (which
mimics a solid state system—with the electrons and the
crystal lattice substituted by the neutral atoms and the
optical potential, respectively) offers unique possibilities
for the experimental study of BO and of related phenom-
ena. In turn, these fundamentally new experiments have
stimulated considerable progress in theory (see review
[7], and references therein), and it can be safely stated
that BO in diluted quasi-one-dimensional gases is well
understood today. Other directions of research focus on
BO in the presence of relaxation processes (spontaneous
emission) [8], BO in 2D optical lattices [9], and BO in the
presence of atom-atom interactions [Bose-Einstein con-
densation (BEC) regime] [10–13]. The present Letter
deals with the third problem, which is approached here
by an ab initio analysis of the dynamics of a system of
many atoms. This distinguishes this work from previous
studies of BO in the BEC regime [10–12], which were
based on the mean field approach using a nonlinear
Schrödinger equation. A new effect, thus far unaddressed
by these earlier studies, is predicted: Besides the usual
Bloch dynamics, the atomic oscillations may exhibit an-
other fundamental period, entirely defined by the strength
of the atom-atom interactions.
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In Eq. (1), jli denotes the lth Wannier state �l�x� corre-
sponding to the energy level E0 [15], J is the hopping
matrix elements between neighboring Wannier states, d is
the lattice period, and F is the magnitude of the static
force. The Hamiltonian (1) can be easily diagonalized,
which yields the spectrum El � E0 � dFl (the so-called
Wannier-Stark ladder) and the eigenstates (Wannier-
Stark states)

j li �
X
m

Jm�l�J=dF�jmi ; hxjmi � �m�x�; (2)

[here Jm�z� are the Bessel functions]. As a direct con-
sequence of the equidistant spectrum, the evolution of an
arbitrary initial wave function is periodic in time, with
the Bloch period TB � 2� �h=dF. In particular, we shall be
interested in the time evolution of the Bloch states j �i �P
l exp�id�l�jli. Using the explicit expression for the

Wannier-Stark states (2), it is easy to show that j ��t�i �
expf�i�J=dF� sin
d��t��gj ��t�i, where ��t� � �� Ft= �h
(from now on E0 � 0 for simplicity). Note that the ex-
ponential prefactor in the last equation contains the same
parameter J=dF as the argument of the Bessel function in
Eq. (2). Depending on the value of this parameter, the
regimes of weak (dF  J) or strong (dF � J) static
fields can be distinguished. In this Letter, we shall restrict
ourselves to the strong-field case, which, in some sense, is
easier to treat than the weak field regime. Indeed, for
J=dF  1, the Wannier-Stark states practically coincide
with Wannier states, and j ��t�i � j ��t�i.

A remark concerning the characteristic values of the
parameters is at place here: In the numerical simulations
below, we use scaled variables, where �h � 1, d � 2�, and
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FIG. 1. Momentum distribution of the atoms in the optical
lattice, for different amplitudes v of the optical potential.
(The amplitude v is measured in units of the recoil energy,
the momentum k in units of 2� �h=d.) The figure illustrates the
transition from the SF phase to the MI phase as v is varied
(F � 0, L � N � 7).
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FIG. 2. Bloch oscillations of the atoms, induced by the static
force F � �1=2� (v � 10). One Bloch period is shown.
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to ten recoil energies, the value of the dimensionless
hopping matrix element is J � 0:0384. The strength of
the static field is restricted from below by the condition
dF > J, and from above by the condition that Landau-
Zener tunneling events can be neglected. Since the proba-
bility of Landau-Zener tunneling is proportional to
exp����2=8dFJ� (� is the energy gap separating the
lowest Bloch band from the remaining part of the spec-
trum) [2,7], we have F < 30 for v � 10.

We proceed with the multiparticle case. A natural
extension of the tight-binding model (1), which accounts
for the repulsive interaction of the atoms, is given by the
Bose-Hubbard model [16]:
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In Eq. (3), âayl and âal are the bosonic creation and anni-
hilation operators, n̂nl � âayl âal is the occupation number
operator of the lth lattice site, and the parameter W is
proportional to the integral over the Wannier function
raised to the fourth power. Since the Bose-Hubbard
Hamiltonian conserves the total number of atoms N,
the wave function of the system can be represented in
the form j�i �

P
ncnjni, where the vector n, consisting

of L integer numbers nl (
P
lnl � N), labels the N-particle

bosonic wave function constructed from N Wannier func-
tions. (In what follows, if not stated otherwise, j�i refers
to the ground state of the system.) As known, in the
thermodynamic limit, and for F � 0, the system (3)
shows a quantum phase transition from a superfluid
(SF) to a Mott insulator (MI) phase as the ratio J=W is
varied (see [17] and references therein). It is interesting to
note that an indication of this transition can already be
observed in a system of few atoms [18]. As an example,
Fig. 1 shows the diagonal elements of the one-particle
density matrix,

 �k; k0� � h�j�̂�y�k��̂��k0�j�i ; �̂��k� �
XL
l�1

âal�l�k�;

(4)

for N � L � 7, 5 � v � 35, and W � 0:1
R
dk�4

l �k�
[here, �l�k� are the Wannier states in the momentum
representation, and k � p=�2� �h=d� is the dimensionless
momentum]. Physically, this quantity corresponds to the
momentum distribution P�k� �  �k; k� of the atoms, di-
rectly measured in the experiment. It is seen in Fig. 1 that,
around v � 15, there is a qualitative change in the mo-
mentum distribution, in close analogy with that observed
in the experiment [19]. It should be noted, however, that
this qualitative change of the momentum distribution
alone does not yet prove the occurrence of a phase tran-
sition. A more reliable indication of a SF-MI phase
213002-2
transition is the fluctuations of the number of atoms in a
single well, which drops from h�n2i � 0:72 at v � 5 to
h�n2i � 0 at v � 35 [20].

Let us now discuss the effect of the static force. Figure 2
shows the dynamics of the momentum distribution of the
atoms (which were initially in the SF phase) in the
presence of a force F � 1=2� [21]. This numerical simu-
lation illustrates atomic BO as observed in laboratory
experiments [3,13]. It is seen that after one Bloch period
the initial momentum distribution practically coincides
with the final distribution. A small difference, which can
213002-2
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be noticed by closer inspection of the figure, is obviously
due to the atom-atom interaction [22]. This difference
becomes evident once the system evolved over several
Bloch periods. In Fig. 3, the momentum distribution
P�k� at integer multiples of the Bloch period is shown.
A periodic change of the distribution from SF to MI-like
and back is clearly seen. (The use of the term ‘‘MI-like’’
stresses the fact that the variance h�n2i does not change
as time evolves.) In addition to Figs. 2 and 3, Fig. 4 depicts
the mean momentum p�t� of the atoms for two different
values of the occupation number �nn � N=L (number of
atoms per lattice cite) — �nn � 1 (upper panel) and �nn � 2=7
(lower panel). As to be expected, the dynamics of the
system depends on the value of �nn, and for a larger occu-
pation number the deviations of many-particle BO from
the noninteracting result p�t� � NJ sin�2�Ft� becomes
larger.

Our explanation for the numerical results is the follow-
ing. It is convenient to treat the atom-atom interaction as a
perturbation. Let us denote by U0�t� the evolution opera-
tor of the system for W � 0, by U�t� the evolution opera-
tor for W � 0, and by UW�t� the evolution operator
defined by the decomposition U�t� � UW�t�U0�t�. Since
U0�TB� is the identity matrix, one has to find UW�TB� to
reproduce the result of Fig. 3. In the interaction represen-
tation, the formal solution for UW�TB� has the form

UW�TB� � ^expexp
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;
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where the hat over the exponential denotes time ordering.
Now we make use of the above strong-field condition
dF > J. Under this premise the Wannier states are the
eigenstates of the atom in the optical lattice [see Eq. (2)].
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FIG. 3. Dephasing of Bloch oscillations due to the atom-atom
interaction. The period TW � 2�F=W is clearly seen. (F �
1=2�, v � 10, W � 0:1

R
dx�4

l �x� � 0:0324.)
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In the multiparticle case this means that the Fock states
jni are the eigenstates of the system (3) and, thus, that the
operatorU0�t� is diagonal in the Fock state basis. Then the
integral in Eq. (5) can be calculated explicitly, which
yields

hnjUW�TB�jni � exp

 
�i

W
2F

XL
l�1

hnjn̂nl�n̂nl � 1�jni

!
: (6)

Finally, by noting that the quantity hnjn̂nl�n̂nl � 1�jni is
always an even integer, one comes to the conclusion that,
besides the Bloch period, there is an additional period,

TW � 2�F=W; (7)

which characterizes the dynamics of the system.
Further analytical results can be obtained if we ap-

proximate the ground state of the system for F � 0 by the
product of N Bloch waves with quasimomentum � � 0,
i.e.,

j�i �
1������
N!
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Indeed, let us consider, for example, the dynamics of the
mean momentum. Using the interaction representation
(now with respect to the Stark energy term), the mean
momentum is given by

p�t� � J Im

"
h�Uy

W�t�j
XL
l�1

âayl�1âaljUW�t��ie�i2�Ft
#
; (9)

where UW�t� is the continuous-time version (TB ! t) of
the diagonal unitary matrix (6). Substituting Eqs. (8) and
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FIG. 4. Normalized mean momentum (p=NJ ! p) as a func-
tion of time, for two different values of the occupation number
�nn � N=L: N � L � 7 (upper panel), and N � 4, L � 14 (lower
panel). The dashed lines show the analytical result for the
envelope function in the thermodynamic limit.
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(6) into Eq. (9), we obtain the following exact expression,

p�t�
NJ

�
L
N
Im

 X
n;n0
nP �n; n0�ei�n

0�n�1�Wte�i2�Ft
!
; (10)

where P �n; n0� is the joint probability to find n and n0

atoms in two neighboring wells. In the thermodynamic
limit N;L! 1, N=L � �nn, the function P �n; n0� factor-
izes into a product of the Poisson distributions P �n� �
�nnn exp�� �nn�=n!, and the double sum in Eq. (10) converges
to the positive periodic function, f�t� � expf�2 �nn
1�
cos�Wt��g, indicated in Fig. 4 by the dashed line. Good
agreement between the envelope of p�t� and the dashed
line proves that in the numerical simulation presented
above the convergence was indeed achieved.

In summary, Bloch oscillations of interacting cold
atoms have been studied, both numerically and analyti-
cally.We have shown that in the strong-field regime atom-
atom interactions cause the reversible dephasing of Bloch
oscillations. As a result, the momentum distribution of
the atoms changes periodically from SF to MI-like dis-
tributions, with a period given by Eq. (7). Using the
original (unscaled) parameters, this period reads TW �
�dF=W�TB � 2� �h=W, where W is the strength of the
atom-atom interactions. Since the momentum distribution
can be measured easily in the laboratory experiment, this
effect suggests an alternative method for studying atom-
atom interactions by applying a static force to the system.
It is worth stressing one more time that the reported result
is valid only in the strong-field limit, dF > J. If this
condition is violated, the evolution operator (6) is no
more a diagonal matrix, and the system dynamics get
significantly more complicated. An analysis of this latter
case will be presented elsewhere.

Discussions with A. Buchleitner are gratefully
acknowledged.
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